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1 Introduction

With the constant increase of Cloud resources being used, there is the need
of having something which allows their monitoring/accounting.
This can be very useful and practical in a way where we will be able to
not only create alarms, and automatic decisions based on these, but also
compare and report resource usages for specific cloud infrastructures, over
specific periods of time.
Ganglia is a distributed system which allows us to achieve exactly this.

”Ganglia is a scalable distributed monitoring system for high-performance
computing systems such as clusters and Grids. It is based on a hierarchical
design targeted at federations of clusters. It leverages widely used technolo-
gies such as XML for data representation, XDR for compact, portable data
transport, and RRDtool for data storage and visualization. It uses carefully
engineered data structures and algorithms to achieve very low per-node over-
heads and high concurrency. The implementation is robust, has been ported
to an extensive set of operating systems and processor architectures, and is
currently in use on thousands of clusters around the world.”1.

It works on a Headnode←Node based interaction and its deployment is
fairly easy. During instantiation the workernodes can also be easily config-
ured to report their metrics to the headnode by using the Ganglia module
for CloudInit which is available and maintained at CERN (configuration
through other contextualization methods is also possible).

NOTE: Ganglia is a highly configurable system. This guide only covers
the basics for some specific situations. So please either contact me or look
into the official documentation for more details.

1http://ganglia.sourceforge.net/
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2 Setup

The ganglia system is comprised of two unique daemons (gmetad and gmond),
a PHP-based web frontend and a few other small utility programs2. The
headnode contains all of these while the workernodes just have the monitor-
ing daemon (gmond).

2.1 Headnode

The easiest setup is just to have one machine as the headnode - it’s obvious
that this is not optimal since it creates a single point of failure and it might
overload the machine on a very very large scale, but for simplicity purposes
let’s stick with this configuration and keep in mind that a cluster headnode
configuration would be the best choice.
Here’s how we setup a simple and generic Ganglia headnode (on a Scientific
Linux machine):

1. Install all Ganglia related packages

2. Edit /etc/httpd/conf.d/ganglia.conf to allow accesses from cern.ch
(or from whoever you want to)

3. Configure iptables so that all communications through Ganglia and
Apache’s ports are allowed.

4. Set SELinux variable httpd can network connect to 1.

5. Enable the gmond service in the runlevels.

6. Configure /etc/ganglia/gmetad.conf.

7. Configure /etc/ganglia/gmond.conf.

8. Restart httpd.

9. Restart gmond.

10. Restart gmetad.

And now your Ganglia headnode should be up and running. Check its
web interface at headnode-hostname.cern.ch/ganglia.

2http://sourceforge.net/apps/trac/ganglia/wiki/ganglia readme
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2.2 Workernode

The workernodes use only gmond to gather monitoring statistics and send&
receive the stats to and from within the same multicast or unicast channel.
For this example let’s just consider one cluster with several workernodes
reporting their stats to the above headnode.

1. Install ganglia and ganglia-gmond packages only.

2. Configure iptables so that all communications through Ganglia’s ports
are allowed.

3. Enable the gmond service in the runlevels.

4. Configure /etc/ganglia/gmond.conf.

5. Restart gmond.

If you now go back to the headnode’s web front-end you should see this
workernode there.

2.3 Setting up multiple clusters

In cases where we have multiple cluster there are several approaches. The
recommended one is to have, in each cluster, a workernode which gathers
all the stats from the other nodes in that cluster and then reports them to
the headnode (kind of a middle man machine).
Since we are working with short lifetime machines this is not desirable.

Our approach is, for the headnode:

• Have its gmeta.conf file modified to have multiple data sources (one
for each cluster) in different ports.

• Create multiple gmond.conf files in that machine (like gmond clusterA.conf,
gmond clusterB.conf, etc) and configure them to have the same cluster
name and ports as the ones defined in gmetad.conf

• Finally, run the gmond command, daemonized, for each one of the
existing gmond xxxx.conf files.

• Restart gmetad.

and for the workernode:

• Configure its gmond.conf file to have the same configuration as the
respective one in the headnode.

• Restart gmond.
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Scripts

Headnode

#!/bin/bash

yum -y install ganglia ganglia-gmond httpd php ganglia-gmetad
ganglia-web

sed -i "s/<\/Location>/ Allow from cern.ch\n <\/Location>/g" /etc
/httpd/conf.d/ganglia.conf

service iptables stop

setsebool httpd_can_network_connect 1

chkconfig gmond on

# For one cluster we have one data\textunderscore source
# Let’s keep the default port as well (8649)
sed -i "s/my cluster/myClusterName/g" /etc/ganglia/gmetad.conf

# The minimal changes in gmond are with respect to the cluster’s
name, UDP and TCP ports and the headnode’s hostname
sed ’s/ name = "unspecified"/ name = "myClusterName"/g’ /etc/
ganglia/gmond.conf
# Ports in gmond are already set by default so no need to change
sed -i "0,/ mcast_join = /! {0,/ mcast_join = / s/ mcast_join =
/ #mcast_join = /}" /etc/ganglia/gmond.conf
sed -i "s/ mcast_join = .*/ host = localhost/g" /etc/ganglia/gmond
.conf
sed -i "s/ bind = / #bind = /g" /etc/ganglia/gmond.conf

service httpd restart
service gmond restart
service gmetad restart
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Workernode
Bash Script

#!/bin/bash

yum -y install ganglia ganglia-gmond

service iptables stop

chkconfig gmond on

# Since the ports are the default ones we don’t need to change them
sed -i ‘s/ name = "unspecified"/ name = "myClusterName"/g’ /etc/
ganglia/gmond.conf
sed -i "0,/ mcast_join = /! {0,/ mcast_join = / s/ mcast_join = /
#mcast_join = /}" /etc/ganglia/gmond.conf

sed -i "s/ mcast_join = .*/ host = headnode-hostname.cern.ch/g" /
etc/ganglia/gmond.conf
sed -i "s/ bind = / #bind = /g" /etc/ganglia/gmond.conf

service gmond restart

Cloud-config (Cloud-init’s contextualization)

#cloud-config

ganglia:
cluster:
name: ‘"myClusterName"’

udp_send_channel:
host: headnode-hostname.cern.ch
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